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INTRODUCTION:

MSMES-A Abstract FRAMEWORK
MSME- Associate Degree Abbreviation Of Small, Tiny & Medium Enterprises- Is That The Pillar Of Economic process In Several Developed, And Developing Countries Within The World. Typically Justly Termed As “The Engine Of Growth” For Bharat, MSME Has Compete A Distinguished Role Within The Development Of The Country In Terms Of Making Employment Opportunities-MSME Has Utilized Quite Fifty Million Individuals, Scaling Producing Capabilities, Curtailing Regional Disparities, Equalisation The Distribution Of Wealth, And Conducive To The Value-MSME Sector Forms V-E Day Of GDP. Although Bharat Remains Facing Infrastructural Issues, Lack Of Correct Market Linkages, And Challenges In Terms Of
Flow Of Institutional Credit, It's Seen An Amazing Growth During This Sector. The Advantage Of This Sector Is It Needs Less Investment, So Making Employment On An Outsized Scale, And Reducing The Utilization And Underemployment Issues. Moreover, This Sector Has Survived The Majority Threats Rising Out Of Still Completion From Each Domestic And International Market.

**Importance Of MSME ACT 2006:**
With The Introduction Of The MSME Act Within The Year 2006, The Service Sector That Wasn't Nonetheless Enclosed During This Sector Was Enclosed Within The Definition Of The Small, Tiny & Medium Sized Enterprises Creating A Historic Modification To The Current Act, So Investing The Scope Of The World Even Currently Government Simplified The MSME Registration On-Line With The Paperless Work.

**Share Of MSME In Producing, Exports And Employment Sectors In India:**
Sector Percentage(%) Share
1 Manufacturing 45
2 Exports 40
3 Employment 69
The Contribution Of MSME To Alternative Sectors Has Been Vastly Instrumental. It's The Most Important Leader Once Agriculture Sector, Despite The Actual Fact That Agriculture Sector’s Contribution To Value Is A Smaller Amount Than MSME. Whereas It Contributes Regarding Forty Fifth To Producing Sector, And Maybe Four-Hundredth To Exports, It Forms The Very Best Share Of Employment Sector In Bharat, Conducive Around Sixty Nine Thereto.

**WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS:**
Women Bourgeois Could Also Be Outlined As A Girl Or Cluster Of Ladies WHO Initiate, Organize, And Run A Business. In Terms Of Schumpeterian Idea Of Innovative Entrepreneurs, Girls WHO Initiate, Imitate Or Adopt A Endeavour Area Unit Known As “Women Entrepreneurs”.

Kamal Singh WHO Could Be A Girl Bourgeois From Rajasthan, Has Outlined Girl Bourgeois As “A Assured, Innovative And Inventive Girl Capable Of Achieving Self-Economic Independence Separately Or United, Generates Employment Opportunities For Others Through Initiating, Establishing And Running The Enterprise By Keeping Pace Along With Her Personal, Family And Social Life.”


**Frederick Harbison (1956) Has Enumerated The Subsequent 5 Functions Of A Girl Entrepreneur:**
2. Endeavour Of Risks And Also The Handling Of Economic Uncertainties Concerned In Business.
3. Introduction Of Innovations Or Imitation Of Innovations.
4. Coordination, Administration And Management.
5. Superintendent And Leadership.

The Fact Remains That, Just Like The Definition Of The Term ‘Entrepreneur’, Completely Different[ Completely Different] Student Shave Known Different Sets Of Functions Performed By Associate Degree Bourgeois Whether Or Not Man Or Girls.

All These Entrepreneurial Functions May Be Classified Generally Into 3 Categories:
(I) Risk-Bearing
(II) Organisation
(III) Innovations

**Present Scenario:**

**Budget 2018 Has Provided A Giant Boost To MSMES**
Budget 2018: The Union Budget Clearly Recognises The Strain On The Economy, Notably Within The Farm And Informal Sectors, In Terms Of Job Creation. The Proposal To Extend Agricultural Credit By 100 Per Cent To Rs Eleven 100000 Large Integer And A Number Of Alternative Policies Would Revive Demand And Build Opportunities For The MSME Sector. In This Context, The Union Budget Hits The Target By Providing Ample Fund Allocations And Applicable Policies. The Primary Huge Step For MSMES Is Cutting Company Rate To Twenty Fifth Of Firms With Annual Turnover Up To Rs 250 Large Integer From Rs Fifty Large Integer, Which Might Leave Additional Investable Resources With Ninety Nine Of
Seven 100000 Corporations Filing Their Tax Returns. This Is Able To Modify Them To Not Solely Reinvest And Expand, However Additionally Facilitate Them Pay Additional On Analysis And Development That Is Crucial For His Or Her Aggressiveness. It's A Widely Known Incontrovertible Fact That The Indian MSME Sector Is Laid Low With The Dearth Of Straightforward Finance And Correct Credit Instruments. Banks Largely Supply Credit Against A Collateral, And MSMES, Notably Small And Tiny Exporters, Don't Seem To Be In An Exceedingly Position To Try And Do Thus, Depriving Them Of Access To The Formal Credit Market. Further, Restricted Access To Credit And Export Insurance For MSMES Is Additionally Another Constraint. Therefore, Creating A Provision Of Rs Three Trillion For The Gesture Theme For 2018-19, And Creating A Further Rs Three,794 Large Integer For MSMES For Credit, Capital Support, Interest Grant And Promotion Of Innovations Area Unit A Lot Of Desired Steps. The Gesture Theme Was Supported With The Expression Of “Funding The Unfunded” By Extending Funding, Together With Refinancing, To The Small Section Of The Economy. There Area Unit Already Reports That The Theme Has Created Five.5 Large Integer Direct And Indirect Jobs Within The Last 2 Years. Because The Economic Survey Brings Out That Nearly Eighty Three Of The Full Loans Of Rs Twenty Six,041 Billion By Banks Until Gregorian Calendar Month 2017 Were Condemned By Massive Corporations, Deed Solely Alittle Proportion Of Revolutionary Organization 17 November To Sizable Amount Of SMES. Therefore, Huge Allocation In Budget 2018 For The Gesture Bank And For Extra Credit Facility For MSMES Compliment Earlier Programmes Like The Prime Minister Employment Generation Programme For Dismissed Youth And Small Enterprises Within Then On-Farm Sectors; And Also The Credit Guarantee Theme For Small And Tiny Enterprises And Lengthening Credit Limit To Rs Two Hundred 100000 Per Borrowing Unit. Similarly, Allocation Of Rs Two,164 Large Integer For The Remission Of State Levies (ROSIL) For Exporters Schemes, Compared To Rs One,855 Large Integer Last Year, Would Facilitate Smes Concerned In Exports. However, The Govt. Will Think About Permitting Gesture To Relax On Eligibility Criteria And Lengthening Grant On The Far Side Government Schemes. It's Additionally Higher To Possess Fastened Charge Per Unit On The Gesture Loan, That Presently Fluctuates Between I Chronicles To Seven-Membered, In Line With The Chance And Client Profiles. Textile Could Be A Massive And Labour-Intensive Trade, Preponderantly Dominated By Tiny Corporations, And A Comprehensive Package With Allocation Of Rs Seven,148 Crore, Compared To Rs Vi,000 Large Integer Last Year, 2016 Augurs Well For MSMES In Textile Sector. The Package Would Complement The Amended Technology Up gradation Fund Theme, Introduced In 2016, To Supply Capital Grant For Machinery At 15 August 1945 For Garmenting And Technical Textiles Segments With A Cap Of Td Thirty Large Integer And At 100 Per Cent For Weaving, Processing, Jute, Silk And Loom Segments With A Cap Of Rs Twenty Large Integer. The Large Fund Support Completely Affects Textile Units And Helps Them Gain Back The Momentum Required To Make Additional Jobs And Price Addition. The NDA Government Has Taken Some Major Steps Within The Previous Few Years To Assist MSMES. In Gregorian Calendar Month 2017, The Ministry Of Small, Tiny & Medium Enterprises Discovered An Internet Portal Geared Toward Observation Cases Of Delayed Payments To Smes And Imposing Provisions Beneath The MSMED Act, 2006–MSME Samadhaan, Associate Degree Initiative For An Internet Census Of MSMES In Order That Discretionally MSME Policies May Well Be Higher Targeted. The Govt. Additionally Has Given Bigger Protection To The Disposition Of NBFCs To Smes And Giving Five Hundreth Fee Reduction To Smes For Innovation And Protection Of Their Innovation. The Need Of The Hour Is Job Creation And Budget 2018 Has Justly Centred On Employment Generation By Giving Priority To Labour-Intensive Employment-Generating Sectors, Together With Textiles, Animal Skin And MSMES. In Fact, MSMES Contribute Around Tierce Of Total Price Additional And Exports, However Their Performance Has Been Laid Low With Rupee Appreciation, Ontogeny Issues In GST And Demo. All The On Top Of Mentioned Measures During This Year’s Budget Will Facilitate Exports Of MSMES, Notably Once The Govt. Declared Incentives Value Rs Eight,450 Large Integer In Gregorian Calendar Month 2017. To Spice Up Exports Of Products And Services, Chieflly From Labour-Intensive MSMES. Some Special Labour-Intensive Sector-Specific Packages Like Rs Ten,000 Large Integer For Fisheries And Rs One,290 Large Integer For The Bamboo Sector Can Facilitate MSMES In These Sectors. However, One-Stroke Allocations And Policy Initiatives In Budgets Won't Be Enough. MSMES Would Like Support And Hand-Holding Perpetually, As There Area Unit Several Challenges For Them, Like Access To Finance, Low Scale, Vast Competition From Massive Corporations, Low Analysis And Development, Market Access, Lack Of Applicable Technologies, Holding Competent Work Force, Etc. MSMES Represent The Backbone Of The Economy And Sustained Focus And Support To The World Can Go An Extended Means Towards Job Creation And Boost India’s Growth Flight.\[Ref.3\]

**Literature Review : ( Ref.4)**

James J. Berna (1960) Studied 50 Medium Sized Manufacturing Firms Engaged In Various Kinds Of Light Engineering Production In And Around Chennai And Coimbatore Cities. His Basic Finding Went Against The Popular Belief That Caste And Tradition Play An Important Role In The Emergence Of Entrepreneurs. He Suggested That The Performance Of Entrepreneurs Would Improve And Their Contribution To Industrial Progress Could Be Increased If Certain Help In Techniques Of Production And Management Were Provided To Them.

Jayachandran, Vijayalakshmi And Himachalam (1994) In Their Study Analysed The Socio-Economic Background And Motivational Factors Of The Entrepreneurs And Their Role In The Development Of Entrepreneurship In The Small-Scale Industrial Units In The Tirupati Industrial Estate. They Found That Entrepreneurship Development And Industrial Development Are Like Two Sides Of The Same Coin. In Fact, Development Of Small-Scale Industries Directly Promotes Entrepreneurship.
Bhanushali (1987) in his book analysed the economic, social and educational background of entrepreneurs. It is his view that entrepreneurs from the "marginal groups/minorities, who are trained in engineering and those who have contact with the engineering industry, have better capabilities to achieve success.

Sunil Kr Saikia (2011) in his article identified various reasons for slow growth rate of MSME sector. Also, he addressed the need to build a proper and effective strategy for the development of our economy through the MSME sector by motivating and changing the mindset and attitude of the local youth for taking up various entrepreneurial ventures, improving the infrastructural facilities by providing continuous research and development efforts and product innovations.

Sankaran (2011) in his article "entrepreneurship and economic development" explained that entrepreneurship is one of the important factors in economic development. Such significant persons are suffering due to several problems in developing countries. Particularly, the young entrepreneurs are suffering heavily due to some socio-economic and cultural factors. He also addressed the problems of young entrepreneurs in southern most districts of Tamil Nadu.

M. Sankaraiah, Mohan (2016) in his article focuses on the various developmental aspects of entrepreneurship and micro, small and medium enterprises in the country.

**Statement of the paper and need for the study:**

The country is endowed with abundant natural, mineral and agro-based resources, which are potential for industrial development, particularly small scale industrial development. In the MSME sector, a majority of the small units in the states are in the sick list. In spite of many efforts made to boost industrial development in the state, there has not been as much industrialisation as desired. In order to build a proper and effective strategy for the development of our country's economy through the MSME sector, some of the important strategies could be motivating and changing the mindset and attitude of the local youth for taking up various entrepreneurial ventures. Improving required infrastructural facilities by providing adequate power supply, timely finance from the commercial banks and financial institutions, providing required information quickly by local district industries centres and other promotional measures are essential requisites for the development. Further no study has been carried out so far relating to entrepreneurship in MSMES especially on growth and development. Hence, the present study focuses on the various developmental aspects of entrepreneurship and micro, small and medium enterprises in the country in respect to women's.

**Objective of the study:**

To familiarize women entrepreneurship development programs by government of India, especially the recent trends is the objective.

The present study has the following specific objectives:

- To review the entrepreneurship and MSMES growth and development in the country in respect to women’s.
- To study the development of MSMES during five year plans.
- To suggest feasible measures to promote entrepreneurship and MSMES in the country.

**Research methodology:**

Primary and secondary information were used throughout the analysis. Thus on bring home the bacon, the objectives set forth solely secondary information are used that was gathered from varied books, magazines, journals, varied annual reports of MSMES and net etc., amount of the study to judge the study fifteen years information has been gathered ranging from 2006 to 2017, specifically 2018.
RESULTS:

How Three Girls Entrepreneurs From Rural Republic Of India Area Unit Making Opportunities For Others.

1. Lalfakzuali – Fight For Equality Wove Her Destiny.

Lalfakzuali Was Resolute To Create A Future For Herself And Her Son. It Had Been a Call She’d Created Long before Her Husband Had Spitefully Verbalized, “Ka Ma Che!” Words That, Below Mizoram’s Customary Law, Meant She Had Been Single. Everything She Had Worked For And Earned Was Not Hers. She Was Lucky To Urge Away Along With Her Son. She Had Turned, Then, To Her Father, World Health Organization Had Opened His Door To Examine Her Carrying Her Baby And A Bundle Of Belongings. Back Below Her Father’s Roof, Lalfakzuali Wove To Earn Her Living. They Created Tortuous Shawls And ‘Puans’, Ancient Mizo Skirts, From Brillantly Coloured Yarn. When Their Oldsters Gave Up The Ghost, Lalfakzuali And Her Sisters Set To Hold On The Weaving Business. Whereas Lalfakzuali Wove And Created Plans, Her Sisters Largely Managed The Sales And Distributed Into Alternative Businesses.

2. Sunitaben Vadecha – Breaking Past Prejudices Against Ladies

Through A Non-Profit, She Secured A Crowd Funded Loan, And Invested With In Growing Her Business. In An Exceedingly Few Months, She Increased Her Monthly Savings 5 Times Over. “I Keep Saving And Reinvesting. At This Rate, By The Time My Youngest Reaches School, There'll Be Enough For Fees. My Female Offspring Will Be Able To Attend School.”
• Crowdfunding Is That The Follow Of Funding A Project Or Venture By Raising Financial Contributions From An Outsized Range Of Individuals.

3. Mahananda - Breaking The Percentages To Convey Girls In Her Community A Future

Mahananda Is From Kappalaguddi, A Village In Republic Of India. Chance Is Tough to Come Back by in Kappalaguddi, Particularly if you’re A Lady and Definitely If You’re A Lady World Health Organization Tries to Require Care Of a Sick Mother.

Mahananda Says Her Uncles Helped Purchase Her Mother’s Treatment. Rather Than Paying It Forward, Her Uncle’s Wished payment Back. The Number Was RS Three,000. Today, That’s Fifty US Greenbacks.

Mahananda Was Sixteen. She Didn’t Have The Cash Or How To Urge It. Be Forewarned, What Happened Next Is Hard To Browse “They Created ME A Devadasi And Sold ME To A Dealer For Cash In Sangli For Sex Trade,” “Once You’re Created A Devadasi, You Can’t Marry Anyone,” Sitava Aforementioned, “People Refuse To Just Accept You. You’re Incorrectly Tagged A ‘Whore’…Even Oldsters Perpetually Bother You And You’ve Got No Place And No Respectable Standing In Society.”

When A Mountain Of Adversity Stares You Sq. Within The Face, You Would Like A Bit Hope. The Simplest Choice Would Are To Form her Female Offspring A Devadasi. However It Failed To Feel Right. Thus She Kicked Off One Last Time And Located MASS – A Corporation That Trained Girls Like Her, And Helped Them Earn Back Their Dignity. MASS Helped Her Crowd Fund A Microloan Through One Among Its Partners.

With The Assistance Of A Microloan She Has Currently Been Running Her Own Stitching Business. This Has Created A Brand
New future Not Only For Her Daughters, It's Sceptred Her To Assist Alternative Girls Like Herself, Former Devadasis World Health Organization Additionally Wish To Form A Brand New Starting. The Encouraging Reality Of Her Story Is That Mahananda Isn't The Sole One.

FINDINGS & CONCLUSION:

❖ Findings As Per 2018:

1. **PRESENT SCENARIO OF WOMEN ENTREPRENUERSHIP IN INDIA:**

   1. Earlier There Were 3ks:
   - Kitchen
   - Kids
   - Knitting

   2. Then Became 3 Ps:
   - Powder
   - Pappad’s
   - Pickle’s

   3. At Present There Are 4 Es’:
   - Electricity
   - Electronics
   - Energy
   - Engineering

2. As India Emerges As One Of The Brightest Economic Spots In The New Millennium, It Should Focus On Ways To Make Help MSMES, The Most Powerful Driver Of Its Growth Survive, Succeed And Soar. (Ref.5)

Most Indians Know Of Bajaj But, Except For A Few Hundred Loyal Customers, Nobody Knows Of First Konzept, A Small Interior Decorator Firm Run By J Bhuwaneswari. Or Vivahaa Caterers Run By RK Ragavendran Or Evergreen Modular Kitchen Run By Kavitha.

It May Come As Surprise That The Primary Driver Of The Sustained High Growth Of India's GDP Is Enabled By The Likes Of First Konzept, Vivahaa Caterers And Evergreen Modular And Not From Big Companies Like Bajaj. Most Economies, Particularly Those Of Developing Countries Like India, March On The Shoulders Of Small Businesses, Especially Those Involved In Providing Services. The Numbers Speak For Themselves.

Globally, The Services Sector Contributes A Whopping 75% Of The Global GDP And Overall Employment. India's GDP Composition, According To Multiple Sources, Is As Follows: Agriculture: 16%; Industry: 26%; Services: 58%. N Other Words, The Services Sector Contributes More To India's Economy Than The Other Two Sectors Combined.

Not Only Is The Services Sector The Largest Contributor To The Indian Economy, It Has Also Been The Fastest Growing Among The Three. Compared To Its Contribution Of 58% To The Economy Today, The Services Sector Contributed Only 33% In 1950s. Not Only Do These Services MSMES Contribute Mightily To The Overall GDP Growth, They Have A Powerful, Multiplier Impact On The Local Economies. Unfortunately, The World Bank Survey Says India Is One Of The Worst Countries To Both Start A
Business (Ranked 156th Among 190 Countries) And For Ease Of Doing Business (Ranked 100th). It Is Sad To Note That Strife-Ridden Countries Like Botswana, Iraq And Myanmar Are Ranked Higher Than India For Ease Of Doing Business.

3. Women Entrepreneurs Must For India To Grow At 10%: Amitabh Kant (Ref.6)

For India To Grow At 9-10 Per Cent For Three Decades Consistently And Reap The Dividend Of Demographic Advantage, Promoting Entrepreneurship Among Women Has To Be The Key Strategy, Niti Aayog CEO Amitabh Kant Said On Monday.

He Also Pointed To Khap Panchayats Of Haryana For Not Providing Adequate Opportunity For Health, Education And Nutrition To Women, Which Kept Certain State Districts As Worst Performers On Aspirational Scale.

If Women Don't Do Well Then The Society Faces Aninter-Generational Cycle Of Malnutrition And Infant Mortality, He Said.

"India Needs Far More Contribution Of Women In GDP. Women Contribute About 22 Per Cent Of Our GDP, The Worldwide Average Is Close To 44-45 Per Cent," He Said At An Event Here. "And, Therefore, If India Has To Grow Consistently At 9-10 Per Cent For Three Decades And Reap Dividend Of Demographic Advantage, The Focus On Women Entrepreneurship Has To Be Key Aspect Of Growth Strategy," He Added.

Noting That Whenever Opportunity Has been Provided To Women They Have Performed Much Better Than Men, Kant Said, "Our Belief Is That If You Want To Transform India, Then You Need To Give Huge Fillip To Women Entrepreneurship."

4. Women Entrepreneur Associations (Ref. 7)

The Efforts Of Government And Its Different Agencies Are Supplemented By NGOs And Associations That Are Playing An Equally Important Role In Facilitating Women Empowerment. List Of Various Women Associations In India Is Provided In The Table Below.

**Details Of Women Entrepreneur Associations In India (REF.8-12)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Association Name</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Federation Of Indian Women Entrepreneurs (FIWE)</td>
<td><a href="Http://Www.Fiwe.Org/">Http://Www.Fiwe.Org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Women Entrepreneurs Promotion Association (WEPA)</td>
<td>Click Here For Profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The Marketing Organisation Of Women Enterprises (MOOWES)</td>
<td>Click Here For Profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Bihar Mahila Udyog Sanghbirah Mahila Udyog Sangh</td>
<td><a href="Http://Www.Biharmahilaudyogsangh.Com/">Http://Www.Biharmahilaudyogsangh.Com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>SAARC Chamber Women Entrepreneurship Council</td>
<td><a href="Http://Www.Scwec.Com/Index.Htm">Http://Www.Scwec.Com/Index.Htm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Women Entrepreneurs Association Of Tamil Nadu (WEAT)</td>
<td>Click Here For Profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Women Empowerment Corporation</td>
<td><a href="Http://Www.Wecindia.Org">Http://Www.Wecindia.Org</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Some Examples:**

- Mahila Grih Udyog
  - 7 Ladies Started In 1959: Lizzat Pappad

- Lakme
  - Simon Tata

- Shipping Corporation
  - Mrs. Sumati Morarji
• Exports
  – Ms. Nina Mehrotra

• Herbal Heritage
  – Ms. Shahnaz Hussain

• Balaji Films
  - Ekta Kapoor

• Kiran Mazumdar
  - Bio-Technology

Naina Lal Kidwai, Investment Banker
 Fortune Magazine Listed Her As One Of The World's Most Powerful Businesswomen In 2003. India Inc Recognises Her As One Of Its Most Powerful Investment Bankers. But Naina Lal Kidwai, HSBC's Deputy CEO, Can't Be Reduced To Simple Woman-Banker Equations; Her Professional Vision Transcends Gender.

Shahnaz Husain, Herbal Beauty Queen
 She's The "Estee Lauder Of India", With Even Famous Department Stores Like Galleries Lafayette In Paris, Harrods And Selfridges In London And Bloomingdales In New York Stocking Her Cosmetics, Creams And Lotions.

Director, Academic Success Program
 She Practiced Law As A Business Litigator For Three Years, And Then As A Transactional Attorney For The Silicon Valley Law Group For Several Years. Her Main Responsibilities As A Transactional Attorney Were In The Following Areas: Mergers And Acquisitions, Investor Financing And Corporate Funding, Business Formation And Corporate Governance, Securities Compliance For Privately Held And Public Companies.

Lalita Gupte, Banker
 She's Created A Formidable Global Presence Of What Was Once A Native Development Finance Institution. Account-Holders Can Now Bank At ICICI Branches In UK, The Far East, West Asia And Canada. With ICICI Since 1971, Gupte Was The First Woman To Be Inducted On The Board In 1984
CONCLUSION:

Problems Of Women Entrepreneurs In India

Women In India Are Faced Many Problems To Get Ahead Their Life In Business. A Few Problems Can Be Detailed As:


4. Women's Family Obligations Also Bar Them From Becoming Successful Entrepreneurs In Both Developed And Developing Nations. "Having Primary Responsibility For Children, Home And Older Dependent Family Members, Few Women Can Devote All Their Time And Energies To Their Business" (Starcher, 1996, P. 2). The Financial Institutions Discourage Women Entrepreneurs On The Belief That They Can At Any Time Leave Their Business And Become Housewives Again. The Result Is That They Are Forced To Rely On Their Own Savings, And Loan From Relatives And Family Friends.


6. Another Argument Is That Women Entrepreneurs Have Low-Level Management Skills. They Have To Depend On Office Staffs And Intermediaries, To Get Things Done. Especially, The Marketing And Sales Side Of Business. Here There Is More Probability For Business Failacies Like The Intermediaries Take Major Part Of The Surplus Or Profit. Marketing Means Mobility And Confidence In Dealing With The External World, Both Of Which Women Have Been Discouraged From Developing By Social Conditioning. Even When They Are Otherwise In Control Of An Enterprise, They Often Depend On Males Of The Family In This Area.

7. The Male - Female Competition Is Another Factor, Which Develop Hurdles To Women Entrepreneurs In The Business Management Process. Despite The Fact That Women Entrepreneurs Are Good In Keeping Their Service Prompt And Delivery In Time, Due To Lack Of Organizational Skills Compared To Male Entrepreneurs Women Have To Face Constraints From Competition. The Confidence To Travel Across Day And Night And Even Different Regions And States Are Less Found In Women Compared To Male Entrepreneurs. This Shows The Low Level Freedom Of Expression And Freedom Of Mobility Of The Women Entrepreneurs.


11. Achievement Motivation Of The Women Folk Found Less Compared To Male Members. The Low Level Of Education And Confidence Leads To Low Level Achievement And Advancement Motivation Among Women Folk To Engage In Business Operations And Running A Business Concern.


**SOLUTION OF PROBLEM:**

**How To Develop Women Entrepreneurs?**

Right Efforts On From All Areas Are Required In The Development Of Women Entrepreneurs And Their Greater Participation In The Entrepreneurial Activities. Following Efforts Can Be Taken Into Account For Effective Development Of Women Entrepreneurs.

1. Consider Women As Specific Target Group For All Developmental Programmers.

2. Better Educational Facilities And Schemes Should Be Extended To Women Folk From Government Part.

3. Adequate Training Programme On Management Skills To Be Provided To Women Community.


5. Vocational Training To Be Extended To Women Community That Enables Them To Understand The Production Process And Production Management.

6. Skill Development To Be Done In Women's Polytechnics And Industrial Training Institutes. Skills Are Put To Work In Training-Cum-Production Workshops.

7. Training On Professional Competence And Leadership Skill To Be Extended To Women Entrepreneurs.

8. Training And Counselling On A Large Scale Of Existing Women Entrepreneurs To Remove Psychological Causes Like Lack Of Self-Confidence And Fear Of Success.

9. Counseling Through The Aid Of Committed NGOs, Psychologists, Managerial Experts And Technical Personnel Should Be Provided To Existing And Emerging Women Entrepreneurs.

10. Continuous Monitoring And Improvement Of Training Programmers.

11. Activities In Which Women Are Trained Should Focus On Their Marketability And Profitability.


14. State Finance Corporations And Financing Institutions Should Permit By Statute To Extend Purely Trade Related Finance To Women Entrepreneurs.

15. Women's Development Corporations Have To Gain Access To Open-Ended Financing.


17. Making Provision Of Micro Credit System And Enterprise Credit System To The Women Entrepreneurs At Local Level.
18. Repeated Gender Sensitization Programmers Should Be Held To Train Financiers To Treat Women With Dignity And Respect As Persons In Their Own Right.

19. Infrastructure, In The Form Of Industrial Plots And Sheds, To Set Up Industries Is To Be Provided By State Run Agencies.

20. Industrial Estates Could Also Provide Marketing Outlets For The Display And Sale Of Products Made By Women.


22. District Industries Centers And Single Window Agencies Should Make Use Of Assisting Women In Their Trade And Business Guidance.

23. Programmers For Encouraging Entrepreneurship Among Women Are To Be Extended At Local Level.

24. Training In Entrepreneurial Attitudes Should Start At The High School Level Through Well-Designed Courses, Which Build Confidence Through Behavioral Games.

25. More Governmental Schemes To Motivate Women Entrepreneurs To Engage In Small Scale And Large-Scale Business Ventures.

26. Involvement Of Non Governmental Organizations In Women Entrepreneurial Training Programmes And Counseling.

**SUGGESTION:** - Entrepreneurship Among Women, No Doubt Improves The Wealth Of The Nation In General And Of The Family In Particular. Women Today Are More Willing To Take Up Activities That Were Once Considered The Preserve Of Men, And Have Proved That They Are Second To No One With Respect To Contribution To The Growth Of The Economy. Women Entrepreneurship Must Be Moulded Properly With Entrepreneurial Traits And Skills To Meet The Changes In Trends, Challenges Global Markets And Also Be Competent Enough To Sustain And Strive For Excellence In The Entrepreneurial Arena.
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